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*CAN EAR:.IBMAN ESCAPE FROM THIS PLANET AND STILj'" :LIVE? Will Exobiology permit it?That
is the question that is pounding at us tod8¥ •.• Some claim the Atoms in Earthlings'
bodies belong to Earth, and Earth will claim them. Best argument for believing in
the Space Movement is that we ha.ve nearly mopped ~p the Planet---soon there will be
no new places to go! But C&D we esc~pe from the Planet this side of demise?WE DON'T
KNOWl If not, then with the npeed at which things are moving, it looks as though
Man's body may get blasted off of him by some kind of holocaust, putting him in the
4-D worldl Or, may some be It caught up" by Saucers (as the Bible states)-? Thinkers
are cracking their heads over this question~ •••• "THIS IS THE MOST HAZARDOUS TIME IN
THE HISTORY OF THE HillIJAN RACE," says President Kennedy. The=e is much conjuring over
what the great Planeta.ry lineup in February could mean. IS 1962 THE YEAR OF THE DENOUEMENT -7 (French 1wrd meaning, "unt~"ing a knot" - "the final revelation or occurrence 'rhich ~larifies the nature and outcome of a plot1t) ••• In the larger sense, all
life is a ple,y, not to be taken too seriously. We are but actors. We do our best
in our "parts" - confident that GOOD IS FINAL. Evil is now desperate, knovTing that
!this time is short" ••••••War il? the biggest Business on this Planet l Sickness is
the second-biggest Businessl The People have never wanted War, and seldom know what
it is about. But as long as the masses--the Ignorami--are exploitable, War and sickness will continue on Planet Earth .••Wars are started, more or less timed, then stopped, by the word of a small financial oligarchy who keep Control in their hands. In
ultra-inner circles, this echelon is known as the "Rat's Nest." The head "Nest is
in Switzerland. A subsidiary "Nest" is in the U.S. This latter bas recently acquired
a ne1-T location. Into the very "rat's nest" just vacated has now swooped a strange
character--a wizard of an unusual type. He is amenable to the New Age. Due to and
through a Washington liaison, he is now superimposing over the old vortex, with its
vibrations scarcely "COld," a new tempo - a new idealism•• Those very few who lIknow"
consider the episode too much for coincidence ••LLP along with many others has been
proclaiming, ItThe New Age is coming in." Even though we subscribe to the dictum,
"Hold yourself in a state of non-surprise," we were hardly prepared for quite such a
happening as thi s 8.fpears to be •••This new man, with sky-rocketing financial power,
will bear watching!.
********
*FLYING SAUCERS ARE "OF HIGHEST IMPORTANCE": So says gen. L. M. Chassin, Coordinator
of Air Defense for the Allied Air Forces (NATO). "I have asked that Governments take
the initiative, and instead of ridiculing saucer believers, set up commissions of enquiry in as many civilized countries as possible ••We must become dedicated in our
zeal that the conspiracy of silence may not suppress news of Phenomena of the highest importance, with consequences which may be incalculable for the whole human race. 1t
ll
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*SKY NEWS: Huntsville, Ala., is known as the "Space Capital of the Universe" •••••••••
Southwest Research Inst to make special study of Jupiter with 1st radio-telescope in
Texas ••••• Still much controversy among high-ups over Russia's photos of backside of
Moon; claim photos are a composite of front-side, but juggled; researcher tells LLP
he saw Polish postage stamp with "photo" of it months before flight was allegedly
made ••• "Russia expects to rocket a man around the Moon this January; II 13 Russian as~nauts now supposed to have been lost out in Space, says radio - one a woman; near
end of Oct., 3 supposedly whisked out of orbit into the endless void-where oh WHERE?
••••• TV report says the Vatican is looking for Chaplains to go to the Moon .•••••••••
Nov. "Spaceflight"(British Interplanetary Soc) has big article: "Unchanging Moon?" speaks of "perplexing phenomena which would appear to have taken place on a 'dead'
and allegedly unchanging world."Crater Linne,6 mi across,is now doveloping craterlets
within it & an object attached to its south wall-the floor of Crater Plato becomes
darker, at times intensely black;Pickering has reported greyish spots in motion in
Crater Eratosthenes;in '58 Kozirev noticed "the central peak of Crater Alphonsus
seemed to be enveloped by a slowly moving reddish cloud."
Verily, the squeeze is
on Orthod0!l & its oft arrogant attitude. The article concludes that these changing
conditions may serve to indicate a few surprises in store for the first Earthlings to
get there ••• SPACEftlARD, HO t t
*THE BUSY ASTROLOGERS: LLP hunts up the Natl HQs of the Amer Fed of Astrologers;found
it in a quaint little brick bldg, right in the shadow of the Congressional Library.
We asked the very alert secretary, Paul Grell, "What about this Stellium thing in Feb,
when Venus,Saturn,et al, line up on one side in their orbiting & get atmost in each
other's way?Sounds top-heavy, especiaD_y with a couple of eclipses thrown in besides."
"All the Astrologers are cracldng their heads over it," he said. "None seem to agree.
The most esoteric people look for--we::..l, anyt.hing!" The London Dispatch asks, "Will
Communists take over from within as planned? Will little brown men emerge from the
caves and take over? Will America be saved by the public waking up in time? Will a
new Saviour be born? Will Christ return, as many believe, according to the Bible?
All thinkers are on the qui vive."
*HEALTH FRONT:Chief cause of tension, NOW A GLOBAL DISEASE, is Confusion, says one
mag. - "Put 1st things 1st, do one thing at a time, avoid hurry,develop spaciousness
of mind" ••••• "A group of Med Drs., who have made studies of 1000' s of hospital cases, have decided 9f!f/o of all illness is psychosomatic."(Search Mag.) ••••• There are
100,000 voluntary Health & Welfare Agencies in the U.S., says NY Times, & "they face
10s8 of public confidence if they do not clarify their financial reports-- involves
li bil $$." (Your health is bigg~st excuse for exploitation; be warned!) •••••Former FBI Agent Herbert Philbrick says,"The U.S. Dept. of Heal·th,Education & Welfare
employs fully 1/3rd of the top echelon of Communist conspirators in this country."
(Does that account for things as irrational as fluoridation? -Ed.) ••••And now they
report antibiotics are getting into ~ - (Egad!) British Ministry of Agri. has set
up Committee to investigate ••••Head PUblic Health service quoted on radio, says
"Asiatic Flu overdue---large segments of our .population should be inoculated against
it." To those with any understanding Whatever of the Power of Suggestion, such pronouncements sound little short of vicious, says a New Age psychologist; "Is our Public Health Service out to start an epidemic?" ••••AMA politicians "on trial" over"
cancer-curing drug, Krebiozen; inside fight of titanic proportions. The fact that
1000's suffer & die doesn't count, says veteran radio health broadcaster. L~en have
little idea what's going on. "Climax will rock the foundations of the AMA structure,
now under attack from several different directions." 3300 MD's have amassed 4200 case
histories showing Krebiozen's effectiveness on terminal cancer patients. Natl Cancer
Institute (a Govt agency), being pressured by the close-knit, arro~ant AMA hierarchy,
must decide wii'etiier to back Krebiozen for general public use; WOR (NY) predicts a
victory for tortured humanity, after a decade of Machiavellian treachery •••• Speaking of drugs, McKesson & Robbins claim they sell basic drugs without brand names ~
below commonly listed prices; but We the People can't get them except thru prescription; so then the Dr. gets it! •••Natl consumer's magazine went to a Govt agency
to determine the vaIUe (?) of widely used preservative chemical for f'OOds; were told
information was "Classified"---!l Mag folk blew their tops,spouted back,"Things
that go into our stomachs dassen't be classified!"

- 3 *TWO SPECIAL SIGHTINGS: It is proverbial that many top people in Saucer research have
themselves never had a sighting. This "record" was suddenly broken when 2 of the topmost researchers in the field had close views of spaceships, one day apart. The Hon.
Brinsley Ie Peer Trench air-mails us from London,"Had'my first. & most wonderful closeup sighting of a spaceship on Oct. 11th. I WILL NEVER FORGEr IT!"(We await Brinsley's
detailed description for our next issue.) The very next evening, Frank Edwards, in
Indianapolis, long-time network newscaster,saw a "giant silvery globe moving across
the sky at low altitude; hundreds of others saw it too," he told us.
*SAUCER FRONT: Sightings continue-England had a flap this summer; the Isle of Wight,
often visited by UFO's, recently had a near-landing. At noon Mrs. Taylor & daughter
were on the roof of their flat when an Adamski-type craft with 5 lighted port-holes
sailed over them at about treetop, then zoomed away, leaving them very frightened.lt
was silent. A glowing ring of light filled the space it had left. Mrs. Taylor, an
artist, later made clear sketches ••••Famous scientist, Prof Hermann Oberth, spoke
recently in Akron, Ohio, on "Space Ships in Our Skies" - newspapers remained silent WHY? ••• Report that Fred Stone, head of Saucer work in Ausnalia, has sent out a
secret document on a Flying Saucer Base in Queen Maud Land, Antarctica.Rumor has told
of many sightings there, & some think they spurred IGY activity ••••The Ottawa .Q!!::
izen reported a UFO hanging in the sky - many calls ••••U.S.Coast Guard said to
b'eSupplying, free, the famous Salem, Mass., photo of 4 UFO's in the sky! •••• Holland's Disc Digest, a quarterly from The Hague, will be publishec:. in English starting
March ••••A new UFO Club has started in Cheshire, Eng ••••Dr. Geo Williamson lectured
to capacity audiences in Japan - had 171 UFO slides; talked on "Mighty Signs &
Wonders" - groups in Japan celebrating translation of one of his books into their
language. Also lectured in Hawaii; is now again in So. A:rr.er. making more discoveries.
The position of those who believe in Flying Saucers is infinitely stronger in every
respect today than 1 twas 10 yrs ago, says FS Review •••• NBC' s llMonitor Ii called Maj.
Keyhoe of NICAP & interviewed him on air, coast-to-coa.st; network said they have ~
inquiries during year ••••The biggest neiofS stOry in History could break any time now
- if Congress' holds open hearings on UFO's; letters have been pouring in, but more
are needed to assure victory. NICAP has enough key witnesses to convince the Aiiierican people (and much of the watching World) of reality of UFO's. Democratic Maj.
Leader McCormack & Sen. Paul Douglas are on record as backers of the probe, plus a
gradually growing list of influential solons ••Will they be able to "crack the case"?
*UFO'S & THE CHURCH: LLP asked a longtime Minister-s'U.b8'Criber,"Why don't the Churches
preach our 'Gospel'?" He replied, "They won't let us - afraid of serious consequences
to the Church ••• In the fall of ~59 I started in another way, with small groups, gradually weeding out ••• Got from 10 to 20 in a membership of 800. We must plug away, until Armageddon has its full effect upon the 'slow of heart to believe' ••• People have
been thoroughly brainwashedt Those who were interested kept 'Saucer hours' over coffee, asking me questions into the night. They invaded libraries & got every book on
the subject, & have been reading like mad ever since •• IF ANYONE THINKS THEY CAN STAMP
OUT THIS TRUTH, BY WHATEVER MEANS, THEY HAD BETI'ER CONSIDER SOME OF THESE OBVIOUS
FACTS BEFORE ATTEMPrING IT. "He adds, "Are you aware of the 5-year cycle: in'42 hundreds
over L.A.; '47, Kenneth Arnold episode; '52, Washington, D.C. radar pick-Up; '57,
demonstrations on ignition of cars & trucks in Texas; what will it be in '62?"
*WAR: There is no proof or historical evidence that mankind could survive unlimited
war fought with nuclear, chemical & biological weapons that exist today, says Amer
Assoc for Advancement of Sci. Plead for new science to keep humanity from committing
suicide. "War has lost the purpose of past wars, all of which were waged to conserve
& protect the social order."
*LLP GOES TO A TEA in sumptuous HQ f 6 of Motion Picture AS60C, staged for stars of liKing
of Kings" prior to its premiere. WHAT POWER THIS INDUSTRY WIELDS! Use your influence
by attending only the better films ••Most of our mass entertainment channels are prostituted ••When you see Pontius Pilate, recall that "he" told us how it pained him to
play the role---he had wanted to be a Disciple!
'*MUCH TALK OF ARMAGEDDON: Paul Harvey, ABC Radio Network, quoting a national aviation
magazine, said, "If this is IT, we must be the envy of all men who ever lived •••••••
Armageddon - testing the faith of free men! •••What a time to serve! What a thing
to see!! til

-4 *PHENOMENA FRONT:In this age of "enlightenment," 10 mil rabbits-feet are sold per yr!
•••••A Spiritualist camp in Penna had largest-yet attendance this summer ..•••••••.••
Prophecies both geologic & psychic say big quake or landslide coming soon in Calif.
Some leavi~. (Not long ago, Cornell U measured a 37,000-mi crack around Planet
Earth!) •• An island near N.Z. is said to have 100 times more radioactivity than average; natives have survived by "survival of the fittest" ••• Report says 1 mil people
"disappear" from this planet every year! (How many via Saucer?) ••• The story comes
to LLP that an unusual-looking man at UN with a Bible asked to go to the Prayer Rm;
2 guards watched; man didn't come out.Guards went in - found room empty, but Bible had
been left there ••• Russians doing serious ESP research at Univ of Leningrad - they
are attempting hypnosis at a distance; Pentagon also probing telepathy as a potential
weapon, says TV •••• Science is beginning to addreSSItself directly to the problem
of Death. "Death," writes Mary Baker Eddy, "is just a great Fear." "Doctors themselves fear death," says Sci Service. Dr. Negovsky (Acad of Med Sci, USSR) has revived many persons clinically "dead" for a period of time!...Re says, "The day will come
when death will be cured just as diphtheria, pneumonia & TB have been." Many believe
that certain persons today are able to go in & out of 4-D.In these days of marvels,
many think we are entering the time foretold in the Bible: "Death shall be done away
With.'~ •• In Covington, OhiO, a family of 4 were watching TV on their black-&-white
set, when the entire movie suddenly burst into Tolar! The station couldn't originate
color broadcasts, the film wasn't in color, nor could the set show color.No one could
explain the mystery ••• MU'Ch talk that there is a great influx oTTight energy over
the Planet; being felt in all kinds of speed-ups - tightening emotions, cl1..a.l1enging
bodily balance. Many comment on ultra-bluenefls of sky in the North---a richer blue
than i t us~d to be. These are ti:r::.es to keep in top .t:::'im & ~ With the incoming current ••• An electric blank-=t" haG been developed by IT&T, capable of producing a
magnetic field around b~ttleships, making them immune to mines & homing torpedoes--creates artificial fie1d that neutralizes a metal ship, causing it to become "magnetically invisible." •••Morgan Beatty (NBC) says over the yrs JFK & his brother Robert
have developed a telepathic connection---reach same conclusion at same moment!
*HERE & COMING: Here, 75 m:t1 phones in the U. s.; a controlled beam of light may soon
carry millions of telephone calls •••HERE, 185 mil souls in U.S. - will be 200 mil
in 5 yrs, 400 mil by 2000 AD •••HERE & Coming, cities for Senior Citizens: near
Paris, Calif, Dell Wells is putting up 5000-resident "city" for Seniors - 40 mil $$
project; is this "seeregation" natural or advisable? Each age group needs & learns
from the other •••HERE, water supply is now a problem of highest priority for the
Govt •••• HERE, new ocean liners, including luxurious SS France, have built-in conversion plants that change salt water into fresh •••• COMING, air transport, NY to
Moscow direct ••• HERE, NY uses 8 mil qts of milk a day; this vital necessity was
recently picked on by Labor to get more money via blackmail •••HERE, 50 countries
have nat'l Theosophical org's ••••HERE, head-hunters now being taught to read &
write, tho more than t of World's people are illiterate;watch the Laubach movement
cure this with "Each one teach one" method (Bible predicts, h In the Last Days, knowledge shall be increased") •••HERE, much talk of the "Coming of a World Teacher" many think literal return of Jesus (connected with Stellium - planetary conjunction
in Feb. - many plan "watch" parties) •••Hotel man planning to launch ocea,n-going
"motels" - prediction of $50 fare to Europe ••• COMING, electric typewriter to print
l5! characters a second ••••HERE, "Doomsday Machine" on the drawing boards, says ABC
Radio----"the ULTIMATE of ultimate weapons!" ••••There are said to be 3000 languages
in the World today ••••Dallas, Texas, dep't store advertised for Christmas - for the
girl who has everything - an ermine bathrobe ($6975.00); last yr the feature was a
set of "His" & "Hers" airplanes ($135,000.00 per pair) •••How sated can we get!t
*JAPAN TODAY: Under very rapid changes, Japan now has a "national anxiety neurosis" 8:
consumes more tranqUilizers than the U.S., says pundit Arthur Koestler •••Has 95 mil
on her meager islands, with 3 more babies being born per minute - abortions encouraged - they have more abortions than births there ••Latest word is that Emperor &
Empress may turn Christian; radio says they broke precedent by attending public premiere of "Ben Hur" and now "King of Kings" ••• Only I in 93 is a Christian, but this
Yuletide was celebrated at full tilt from one end of Nippon to the other ••• Glory bet!

- 5*PUBLISHING NEWS:A nat'l survey rates Christian Sci Monitor 2nd best newspaper in the
U.S ••••• "HUNZA-Adventures in a Land of Paradise" re utopian country in Asia, where
they live to 150 yrs old; among the Hunzakuts there is said to be no sickness - no
cavities in teeth - no criminals - no hospitals - no jails; organic gardening, good
water, good air, outdoor exercise (as Nature intended) ••• Here, "strange World of
the Moon" by Firsoff - "wealth of info about the mares & craters, atmosphere, mountains,rills & chasms" •••Dec. Harper's has big article by space-famous Arthur Clarke,
titled "Uses of the Moon" - concludes whoever wins the Moon will have won the Solar
System•••Mystery man Al Bender, who closed his worldwide saucer bureau years ago,
due'to frightening pressure from "3 Men in Black" - now has completed a manuscript
"telling all" - in print soon •••Famous "American Weekly" Sunday supplement drops
from 30 mil to 10 mil readership; non-Hearst papers no longer carry it - Labor
squeeze7 •••Don't forget the big Flying saucer Chart--the detailed sage of the Saucers,packed on one huge sheet,obtainab1e from Keziah,915 - 21st St,Ar1ington,Va
(l.OO) ••• Coming, new book by The Hon. Brins1ey 1e Poer Trench,unti1 recently Editor
of London's "Flying saucer Review"(his 1st book-liThe Sky Peop1e"-still going strong)
•••Here,book by Joe Simonton(Eag1e River,Wisc.)-his story of Saucer that came down
for water - gave him some of their pancakes. Air"FOrce went to much expense & had
pancake analyzed. If Saucers "don't exist"--WHY? ••• Latest paperback (title to end
all titles): "ODDS AGAINST TOMORROW"---ll
*DARKEST AFRICA & THE NEW AGE: Most Africans now wear clothes (except in back countries)-brightly printed cottons-women trying to copy Indian sari,sometimes shot with
gold thread •••They live literally on the ground,but despite extreme poverty are not
a dirty people, says Chas. vlel1s, who re·~urned from a study there .Most tribes hold property in cammon-personal responsibility is ne~-reason they must learn morality in finance, etc ••• Poor diet (80% starch) ••• In their own 1and,they have a natural dignity;
they are going from Primi tive to Modern) skipping 1000' s of yrs in a few decades •••
Russia,sly cat,working furiously for -cheir good will - wants to gobble their mineral
treasures •••Africans & all races of Color are said to be watching the White race
juggling their suicide weapon. If the Whites - a World minority - use it against each
other, the vast Colored majority will scoop up anything that happens to be left, and
will run the Earth.
*HOW TO MAKE DEMOC~.CY LrJE: Be a focus or channel to precipitate good thoughts - good
words - good deeds, says one writer. Each thought, word & deed is a MAGNET & attracts
to each inchvidual after its kind always.
'*MAILBAG: C.B., Wash., is belaboring a nat'l dance outfit to do something about The
Twist •••A.G.S., Canada, writes, J'Never read so much news in such breVity before" •••
M.L., Comr., says, "To be without LLP would be like losing an old friend" •••Dr. J.S.,
Ont., sends for extra copy of our DYNAMIC PICTURE for his son - adds, "The Younger
generation seems well aware of the Signs of the Times" ••• L.S., Calif, a "desolate,
shook-up reader, remote from New Age light" - is "just dying" to get LLP ••• M.S.,
Calif, says, "For a long time I have been using your exact words - "Without a miracle,
there seems little hope" ••• E.S.,Victoria,BC,writes,"LLP is my great joy!" ...Many,
many thanks for the beautiful Christmas cards,also presents (perfumed floating candles
from Calif,cookies from So.Dak.,nuts from Ark.,dates from Ariz.,cheese from Penna, &
many other things - & thanlt.s also for the stamps •••We always need more stamps in this
longtime labor of 10ve ••• Dr. M.L.,l\.riz,writes,"The time has come when we must be
drawn together, organized into a great unity of purpose,& thus change the destiny of
our benighted Planet 1" We heartily agree -Ed..
*PLEASE UOTE: There was no Nov.-Dec. issue of LLP.
LITl'LE LISTENING POST is issued every few weeks,when the news "boils over, hfrom
Washington - news Capital of the World.It is beamed to the Far-out Front,along which
one hears the crackle of "brush-fires" beginning to spread 'round this warring World 1
Man is now governed more by reflex action than by a sense of direction. Old signposts
have vanished,& we have run off the edges of all history books 1The future is not yet
in focus,but--MOTHER SHIPS ARE: IN OUR SKIESBKeep watch with us ••Listen in with The
Little Listening Post!
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